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About Control Risks
 A specialist global risk consultancy that helps
organisations succeed in a volatile world
YOUR BRAND

 Since 1975, we have worked in over 130 countries for more
than 5,300 clients, including 91 of the Fortune 100.
 36 offices across the globe.

Control Risks

Protective Services
Our consultants, coordinators and advisers accompany senior executives, families, private
individuals and high net worth clients when they are travelling. Using our local knowledge, we match
our services to the threat posed, and provide the reassurance our clients need to carry out their
business with confidence.

Our extensive experience in providing security for numerous events of all kind ensures the
success of the event. We understand the need to integrate robust mitigation measures within an
environment of openness and celebration during a high profile, heavily publicized, well attended event
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Protective Services – Service Lines
Unarmed Close Protection
Protective services providing individual close protection officers to a client,
individual or activity based on a specific operational plan and informed by
threats/risks or client activity. May include unarmed close protection officers,
drivers and vehicles.

Armed Protection Teams

Secure Journey – Meet and Greet

Dedicated or ad hoc armed protective services for client individuals or groups
based on client profile, threat/risk environment and local context. Mobile
security service.

Security car and driver service (generally without a close protection officer).
Usually from the airport to a hotel or residential location.

Major Event Security

Security Response

Security planning and execution of security provision for specific large-scale
events. Could include operational management, security operations centres,
intelligence support and security manning.

Incident management and tactical manpower support to security incidents.

Manned Guarding

Technical Security Countermeasures

Static guarding of residential, business, operational or asset locations.

Technical sweeps for listening devices and video surveillance. For example, in
advance of board meetings or other sensitive client activities at specific locations.

The specialist global risk consultancy

Control Risks

Executive Protection Services
Our approach to delivering protective services is always the same, providing the appropriate level of
protection commensurate with the threat environment to allow its clients to conduct their business in safety
and without undue interruption.
Our Protective Services operators can provide the critical immediate response to any incident and also act
as a link to the wider network of security services provided by NEOS - Control Risks, including crisis
management and response services.
Our operators are widely experienced in providing a professional service based on protection and
deterrence, and can be quickly deployed, subject only to visa and introduction letter availability.
Our operators are proven Protective Services officers who are formally trained, licensed to Security Industry
Authority, or equivalent, standards and usually have a specialist protection background. Our robust standard
operating procedures and operational methodology apply to all assignments of this nature.
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Services include
Typical support for our clients includes:
 Discreet low profile protection to VIPs, HNWI and UHNWIs
 Coordination of vehicles and drivers supporting groups of individuals
 Conduct personal risk assessments on an on-going basis

 Problem solving – in addition to security, we provide support with day to day problems and concerns
affecting our clients in an efficient and discreet way
Additional services have included:

 Journey management planning and advice for private travel and holidays with families
 Support to cruise operators, event management
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Meet and Greet Services
With our meet and greet services, experienced security consultants will
meet the client/traveller at the airport (or point of entry) and ensure that
they arrive safely at the specified destination.
Before departure, Our Company will send client/traveller details of the
security consultant assigned to you, together with pick-up protocols. This
avoids confusion and reduces the risk of you falling victim to opportunist
criminals.

Where permissible, We will escort from the aircraft door. On departure,
we will ensure that the client/travellers are checked in and will escort the
client through departure procedures.
We will conduct a route analysis prior to your arrival to ensure that there
will be no unexpected problems, delays or unnecessary route changes.
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Event Security
Control Risks has provided security for a variety of events, annual general meetings, major sporting fixtures,
product launches and corporate functions for many years. Our team works closely with event organisers to
conduct a risk assessment and advise on any mitigation measures needed. We consider sources of threat, the
overall event profile and objectives. We also work closely with dignitary protection teams to measure the risks
posed by the attendance of any high-profile visitors.

During the event, we provide on-the-ground security management and co-ordination as well as specialist
protective support packages for individuals who may need them. In the event of an incident, we will activate
and direct contingency measures. With our global reach and detailed local knowledge, we can provide risk

management solutions for complex, high-profile events anywhere in the world.
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Counter Surveillance
 Operators to discreetly shadow the subject member and watch any
associated persons/location
 Survey by mobile/foxtrot and static methods
 The operators will be in accommodation as close as possible to the
subject as to allow for quick reaction
 Acting as the main point of contact for security related matters
 Incident management support in the event of an incident
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Thank you for your attention

Control Risks – Neos Security Solutions
Partnership
Greece
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